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DYNAMICAL EFFECTS OF SOLAR RADIATION PRESSURE ON 
THE DEFLECTION OF NEAR-EARTH ASTEROIDS 

Luis O. Marchi,* D. M. Sanchez,† F. C. F. Venditti,‡ and A. F. B. A. Prado§ 

This work aims to find an alternative solution to the important problem of deflect-

ing asteroids that are coming too close to Earth, with the risk of collision. This 

alternative is based on the use of a device with a large area/mass ratio attached by 

a tether to use solar radiation pressure (SRP) to help to deflect the trajectory of 

the asteroid. The paper describes the dynamics of the system composed by the 

asteroid, the tether and the device. The model is then used to study the effects that 

the tether length and the solar radiation pressure (acting on the surface of the de-

vice) exert on the deflection of a larger Potentially Hazardous Asteroid (PHA). 

As a starting point, the tether is assumed to be inextensible and massless and the 

motion is described only in the plane of the orbit of the PHA around the Sun. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although found practically everywhere throughout the Solar System, most asteroids and comets 

are concentrated in three major locations: the Asteroid Belt, the Kuiper Belt, and the Oort Cloud. 

Particularly, Potentially Hazardous Asteroids (PHAs) have become the research object for several 
scientists around the world, due to the real possibilities of an impact with Earth. There are strong 

evidences that, in the past, the extinction of dinosaurs was triggered by the impact of an asteroid 

on the Yucatan Peninsula, in Mexico. At least two records of smaller magnitudes can also be found 
in Russia: Tunguska in 1908, and Chelyabinsk in 2013. In the literature, there are many studies 

dedicated to the characterization of these rocky bodies, such as shape, size, spin state, and compo-

sition, which are necessary for space missions1,2,3. This information is also important to understand 

the origin of planetary systems, since small bodies are remnants from the formation of the Solar 

System.  

During the last decades, one can note the scientific effort to develop asteroid deflection tech-

niques. The strategies can be classified depending on the characteristics of the asteroid and the time 
available to fulfill the mission. The change in angular momentum of an asteroid can be performed 

through the use of kinetic impactors, nuclear interceptors and mass drivers4. In 2022, for example, 

NASA’s DART mission plans to measure the effects of the first kinetic impact experiment, whose 
target will be the binary near-Earth asteroid system Didymos5. Low-thrust possibilities can also be 

considered, such as gravity tractors; or passive, such as changes on the surface of the asteroid by 
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thermal induction6,7, which one example was a study using a tethered system formed by an asteroid 
and a solar sail8. The gravity tractor is a technique that uses the perturbation of the mass of a space-

craft that is positioned near the asteroid9, also there are studies of formation flying with solar sails 

and gravity tractor combined to optimize the deflection10. It is a weak force, so it is necessary longer 

times to deflect the trajectory of the asteroid. In this technique, times of the order of hundreds of 
years need to be considered. Another technique is the displacement of the center of mass of the 

PHA that can be achieved by attaching a long tether and a ballast mass11,12,13, or even a small aster-

oid14,15,16.  

In this work, a deflection method consisting of a device connected to the PHA with a tether is 

proposed. Space tethers are long cables with several different proposed applications, such as: space 

elevators17,18, tether satellite systems19, debris removal20, electrodynamic tethers for power21, but 
not limited to these applications. The main objective is to analyze the influence of the solar radiation 

pressure on the dynamics of the PHA-tether-device system. Solar radiation pressure can affect the 

position of small particles in space22. The Yarkovsky and YORP effects, which are SRP driven 

phenomenon, can also alter the trajectory of small asteroids, according to its physical properties23,24. 
The smaller the body, the higher will be perturbation generated on its orbit. Solar radiation pressure 

can also affect asteroids indirectly, for example, by placing a solar sail on it in order to change its 

trajectory, and even for asteroid de-spin to optimize the deflection25,26. It is expected that these 
effects become more evident in regions of closer approximations to the Sun. The perturbation ef-

fects on the PHA trajectory is quantified as the minimum distance of the asteroid with respect to 

the Earth, before and after the tether and the device are attached to the PHA. It is also measured the 

differences between the perturbed and unperturbed orbits of the PHA. 

The major advantage of using the tether-device technique is that it is not necessary to fragment 

the PHA to change its orbit, as proposed in the impact method, or to move larger masses to the 

neighborhood of the PHA. There is also no fuel consumption involved after the system is built, 
which is another advantage of the technique suggested here. Another application of this strategy 

would be to transfer these bodies closer to Earth to explore them scientifically or commercially. An 

example is the ongoing Osiris-Rex mission, which the goal is to return a sample of the asteroid 
Bennu in 202327,28. A technique to approximate asteroids to the Earth will help future missions of 

this type, as well as asteroid mining missions. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

In this section, we will explain the development of the mathematical model composed by an 
asteroid fixed by a tether to a device with a reflective surface. The physical model is two-dimen-

sional and the whole dynamics of the problem is described in the plane of the orbit of the asteroid 

around the Sun. Due to this first simplifying hypothesis, asteroids that have low inclinations with 

respect to the plane of the ecliptic are chosen for the numerical simulations. 

The system can be seen in Figure 1. In this figure we have two main reference systems. The 

inertial system (XY), originating in the Sun, and that is represented by the unit vectors {�̂�1, �̂�2}. The 

unit vectors {�̂�1, �̂�2} refer to the rotational system (xy), with origin in the center of mass of the 
asteroid. The letters S, A, B and P refer to the Sun, center of mass of the PHA, the point of attach-

ment of the device and the point of attachment of the tether, respectively. There is a large number 

of variables that appear in this system: 𝑚𝐴 is the mass of the PHA, 𝐴𝐵/𝑚𝐵 is the area-to-mass ratio 

of the device, M is the mass of the Sun, R is the distance between the Sun and PHA, 𝑟𝑃𝐴 is the 

distance between the center of mass and the point of attachment of the PHA, 𝑟𝐵 is the distance 

between the PHA and the device, 𝑅𝐵  is the distance between the Sun and the device, 𝑙 is the length 

of the tether, 𝜈 is the true anomaly of the PHA, θ is the rotation angle of the PHA, α is the angle 
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that the tether makes with the PHA, 𝜓 is the angle between the perihelion of the Earth and the 

perihelion of the PHA, η is the angle between 𝑅𝑆𝐴 and 𝑅𝑆𝐵 , ξ is the angle between 𝑅𝑃𝐴 and the x-

axis of the reference system (xy), φ is the angle between 𝑅𝑃𝐴 and 𝑅𝐴𝐵 , 𝐹𝐺𝑅 is the gravitational force 

of attraction, and 𝐹𝑃𝑅 is the force due to the solar radiation pressure. 

In this first study it is assumed that the tether is rigid and massless. The angle α is assumed to 
be constant, which means that the tether is fixed in the PHA such that it is not possible to rotate the 

device with respect to the PHA. This is done to allow shorter tethers without having the problem 

of the device rolling around the PHA. 

 

 

Figure 1. Two-dimensional physical model of the Sun-PHA-Device system. 

 

The goal is to use a device to increase the effect of SRP on the system, consequently changing 

the initial trajectory of the PHA. The angle α is assumed to be constant (the tether has no pendular 

motion) in order to keep the position of 𝑚𝐵 fixed with respect to 𝑚𝐴. This hypothesis facilitates 
the modeling phase, because the position of the center of mass of the system does not change with 

time. In addition, only 𝑚𝐴 has rotation about its own axis. In the model adopted here we have three 

degrees of freedom (or generalized coordinates), which are: 𝑅𝑆𝐴, ν and θ. 

Figure (2) illustrates the geometry required to determine the velocities of the PHA and the de-

vice relative to the inertial (XY) system. Two intermediate reference systems called (𝑥′𝑦′) and 

(𝑥′′𝑦′′) are used in the transformation of coordinates of the device from the body system (xy) to 

the inertial system (XY). 
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Figure 2. Geometry used to determine the velocities of the PHA and the device in the in-

ertial coordinate system. 

 

The position and velocity vectors of the center of mass of the PHA and the device, in this order, 

described in the inertial coordinate system, are given by equations (1) to (4):  
 

r⃗ XY =    cos(ν) ̂1 +    sin(ν) ̂2                                               (1) 

v⃗⃗ XY = [ ̇  cos(ν) −    ν̇sin(ν)] ̂1 + [ ̇  sin(ν) +    ν̇cos(ν)] ̂2                  (2) 

r⃗ XY = [lcos( +  +  + ν) +    cos( +  + ν) +    cos(ν)] ̂1
+ [lsin( +  +  + ν) +    sin( +  + ν) +    sin(ν)] ̂2                             (3) 

v⃗⃗ XY = [ ̇  cos(ν) −    ν̇sin(ν) −    sin( +  + ν)( ̇ + ν̇) − lsin( +  +  + ν)( ̇ + ν̇)] ̂1
+ [ ̇  sin(ν) +    ν̇cos(ν) +    cos( +  + ν)( ̇ + ν̇)

+ lcos( +  +  + ν)( ̇ + ν̇)] ̂2                                                                                 (4) 
 

From equations (2) and (4), we have the following scalar products: 
 

v⃗⃗ XY  . v⃗⃗ XY =  ̇  
2 +    

2 ν̇2                                                        (5) 

v⃗⃗ XY  . v⃗⃗ XY =  ̇  
2 +    

2 ν̇2 + l2( ̇ + ν̇)
2
+    

2 ( ̇ + ν̇)
2

+ 2( ̇ + ν̇)[l   ( ̇ + ν̇)cos( ) +       ν̇cos( +  ) + l   ν̇cos( +  +  )

−  ̇     sin( +  ) − l ̇  sin( +  +  )]                                                            (6) 
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The total translational kinetic energy is composed by two parts, the first one associated to the 

PHA and the second one to the device, according to Equation (7). 
 

TTK =
1

2
  (v⃗⃗ XY  . v⃗⃗ XY) +

1

2
  (v⃗⃗ XY  . v⃗⃗ XY)                                      (7) 

 

It was assumed that only the PHA has rotation about its own axis. In Equation (8) we have that 

the total rotational kinetic energy is given by: 
 

TT =
1

2
I ( ̇ + ν̇)

2
                                                                  (8) 

 

where 𝐼𝐴 refers to the moment of inertia. 

Three formulations are used to calculate the moment of inertia at the center of mass of the PHA. 

The first and second were used when only the PHA is considered, while the third one is an approx-

imation for the PHA-Tether-Device system. 
 

I =

{
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   0

2 ,                                                                     (PH : sph rical  quator)
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5
  (ae

2 + be
2),                                                           (PH :  llipsoidal  quator)

    

  +  
   
2 + (  +  ) (

     

  +  
)
2

,     (PH − T th r − D vic )

    (9) 

 

where 𝑅0 is the characteristic length of the asteroid and ae and be are the dimensions of the ellipse. 

Therefore, by replacing equations (5) and (6) in equation (7) and summing the expression ob-

tained with equation (8), we have that the total kinetic energy of the system is given by: 
 

TTOT =
1

2
(  +  )[ ̇  

2 +    
2 ν̇2] +

1

2
( ̇ + ν̇)

2
[  (l

2 +    
2 ) + I ] 

                          +  ( ̇ + ν̇)[l   ( ̇ + ν̇)cos( ) +       ν̇cos( +  ) + l   ν̇cos( +  +  )

−  ̇     sin( +  ) − l ̇  sin( +  +  )]                                                          (10) 
 

The acceleration due to the solar radiation pressure can be expressed as 29: 
 

P⃗⃗⃗̈ = −CrPrad
  

 
(

DM

|r⃗ − r⃗ |
)
2 r⃗ − r⃗ 
|r⃗ − r⃗ |

                                        (11) 

 

where 𝐶𝑟 is the solar radiation pressure coefficient (1 for maximum absorption and 2 for maximum 

reflexivity), 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 is the solar radiation pressure with respect to the celestial body, 𝐴𝐵 is the area 

exposed to the Sun, m is the mass of the body, 𝐷𝑀 is refered to the average distance of the body, 𝑟𝐴 

is the position vector of the asteroid and 𝑟𝑆 is the position vector of the Sun. 

In the case under study, the gravity and the solar radiation pressure are conservative forces, 

because they depend only on the position of the device relative to the Sun. The phenomena of 
occultation made by the PHA in the device is not considered. Also, the SRP on the PHA is ne-

glected, and only the effects of the SRP on the device is analyzed. A more detailed study would 
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need to take this effect into account, but it is not in the scope of the present paper. The absolute 
value of the solar radiation pressure force, written mathematically from the variables used in the 

problem addressed in this work, can be expressed as: 
 

  = CrPrad  (
DM

   
)
2

                                                       (12) 

 

where 𝐴𝐵 is the cross-sectional area of the device and 𝑅𝑆𝐵  is the distance between the Sun and the 

device. 

To simplify the problem, it is assumed that 𝐷𝑀 is equivalent to the average distance between 

the Earth and the Sun (AU = 149,597,870,700 m) and that 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 4.56   10−6 N/m² (at the Sun-

Earth system). We also have 𝐺𝑀 = 1.32754   1020  m³/s². The dimensionless parameter β is de-
fined as the ratio between the force of radiation pressure and the force of the gravity acting on the 

device. 
 

β =
   
   

=

Cr rad B𝐷𝑀
2

 SB
2

 MmB

 SB
2

= CrPrad
𝐷𝑀

2

GM

  

  
                                    (13) 

 

Therefore, the equation that relates 𝐴𝐵/𝑚𝐵 as a function of the β parameter is: 
 

  

  
= {

8.67244   102 β,            𝑓𝑜𝑟    Cr = 1.5   

6.67110   102 β,           𝑓𝑜𝑟     Cr = 1.95
                                (14) 

 

The force due to the solar radiation pressure always acts contrary to the gravitational force. 

Thus, the resulting force acting on the device, written as a function of the parameter β, is: 
 

  E =    −    = (1 − β)
GM  

   
2                                           (15) 

 

From Equation (15) and the definition of potential, we have that the potential between the Sun 

and the device is given by: 
 

⋁  =
1

  
∫

GM  

   
2
(1 − β) d   = −

GM

   

(1 − β)                           (16)
 SB

∞

 

 

The position of the device relative to the PHA is kept fixed. This implies that there is no gravi-

tational potential between these bodies. Therefore, the total gravitational potential of the system is: 
 

⋁TOT = −
GM

   
− GM(1 − β) [

1

   
−
   

   
2 cos( +  + φ)]                     (17) 

 

The gravitational potential energy is defined as the potential per unit mass. Therefore, its total 

value for the system being studied is: 
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UTOT = −
GM

   

[  +  (1 − β)] +   (1 − β)GM
   

   
2 cos( +  + φ)            (18) 

 

     The Lagrangian of the system is given by the subtraction between the kinetic and potential en-

ergies. 
 

ℒ = TTOT − UTOT

=
1

2
(  +  )[ ̇  

2 +    
2 ν̇2]

+
1

2
( ̇ + ν̇)

2
[  (l

2 +    
2 ) + I ]+  ( ̇ + ν̇)[l   ( ̇ + ν̇)cos( )

+       ν̇cos( +  ) + l   ν̇cos( +  +  ) −  ̇     sin( +  )

− l ̇  sin( +  +  )] +  

GM

   

+  (1 − β) [
GM

   
− GM

   

   
2 cos( +  + φ)]                                                    (19) 

 

The system's equations of motion are obtained from the Lagrange equation assuming that the 

generalized forces are zero. 

d

dt
(
∂ℒ

∂q̇i
) −

∂ℒ

∂qi
= 0                                                              (20) 

 

where 𝑞𝑖 ≡ 𝑅𝑆𝐴, 𝜈, 𝜃 are the generalized coordinates (degrees of freedom of the system). 

The second-order differential equations describing the motion of the PHA-Tether-Device sys-

tem are: 

For 𝑅𝑆𝐴: 

(  +  )[ ̈  −    ν̇
2] +

GM

   
2 [  +  (1 − β) (1 − 2

   

   
cos( +  + φ))]

−   ̇(ν̇ +  ̇)[   cos( +  ) + lcos( +  +  )]

−  ν̇(ν̇ +  ̇)[   cos( +  ) + lcos( +  +  )]

−  (ν̈ +  ̈)[   sin( +  ) + lsin( +  +  )] = 0                                          (21) 

For ν : 

ν̈[  (2l   cos( ) + l2 +    
2 ) + 2     (lcos( +  +  ) +    cos( +  ))

+ (  +  )   
2 ]

+   [ ̈ (l   cos( +  +  ) + 2l   cos( ) + l2 +    
2

+       cos( +  )) −  ̈  (lsin( +  +  ) +    sin( +  ))

−  ̇   ̇(lcos( +  +  ) +    cos( +  ))]

+ 2ν̇[ ̇  (  (lcos( +  +  ) +    cos( +  )) + (  +  )   )

−       ̇(lsin( +  +  ) +    sin( +  ))]

+    ̇[ ̇  (lcos( +  +  ) +    cos( +  ))

−     ̇(lsin( +  +  ) +    sin( +  ))] + I ( ̈ + �̈�)

= 0                                                                                                                                   (22) 
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For θ : 

−   ̈  (   sin( +  ) + lsin( +  +  ))

+  ν̇[ ̇  (   cos( +  ) + lcos( +  +  ))

−     ̇(   sin( +  ) + lsin( +  +  ))] + I ( ̈ + ν̈)

+  [− ̇   ̇(   cos( +  ) + lcos( +  +  ))

+  ̈ (l2 +    
2 + 2l   cos( ))

+ ν̈ (l2 +    
2 + 2l   cos( ) +       cos( +  ) + l   cos( +  +  ))]

−  (ν̇ +  ̇)[− ̇     cos( +  ) − l ̇  cos( +  +  ) −       ν̇sin( +  )

− l   ν̇sin( +  +  )] −
GM  (1 − β)   sin(φ +  +  )

   
2 = 0                   (23) 

In Figure 3 the two main parameters are shown, which are calculated to quantify the deviations, 

and thus, the efficiency of the proposed method. Both are calculated by using the distance between 

two points in the Cartesian plane. 

 

Figure 3. Parameters of deviation between (a) perturbed and unperturbed trajectory (b) 

PHA-Tether-Device system and Earth. (Adapted from reference 11). 

 

Table 1 shows some parameters of the PHAs chosen for the study, where 𝑚𝐴, a, e and I are the 
mass, semi-major axis, eccentricity and inclination, respectively. The orbital period around the Sun 

and the period of rotation are also listed below. 
 

Table 1. Parameters of asteroids used in the numerical simulations. 

Object 
Mass 

(kg) 

a 

(km) 
e 

I 

(deg) 

Orbital Period 

(days) 

Rotation Period 

(h) 

Apophis 2.699   1010 1.37995   108 0.1912 3.331 323.597 30.4 

Itokawa 3.5   1010 1.98087   108 0.2802 1.621 556.537 12.132 

Apollo 3.35   1012 2.19933   108 0.5598 6.353 651.098 3.065 
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In this section we will show and discuss the results obtained from the numerical simulations. 

The simulation time for all the cases is 600 terrestrial years. The two main parameters for quanti-

fying the deviations (Δ and δ) were defined in the previous section. The scientific community esti-

mates that, in the coming decades, it will be possible to design materials with densities of 1 g/m² 
and even 0.1 g/m², to be used in solar sails in long-term interstellar missions30,31,32. Assuming that 

the solar sail is a spherical device used in the technique proposed in the present paper, we have 

AB/mB = 1/4ρ. The dimensions of the device were obtained according to their masses (assumed to 
be 2,000 kg and 20,000 kg). In addition, the values corresponding to the dimensionless variable β 

were obtained for the coefficients of reflectivity (Cr) of 1.5 and 1.95. Table 2 contains the values 

of all the parameters mentioned before. Note that the radius of the spherical device are 3989.423 m 

and 1261.566 m. 

 

Table 2. Physical Device Parameters. 

Density  

[g/m²] 

  /𝐦  

[m²/kg] 

𝐦 = 𝟐,𝟎𝟎𝟎 𝐤𝐠 𝐦 = 𝟐𝟎,𝟎𝟎𝟎 𝐤𝐠 𝐂𝐫 = 𝟏. 𝟓 𝐂𝐫 = 𝟏. 𝟗𝟓 

Radius [m] Radius [m] β β 

0.1 2500 1261.566 3989.423 2.8827 3.7475 

1 250 398.942 1261.566 0.2882 0.3747 

 

To facilitate the analysis, α = 10 ° and ξ = 30 ° were considered in all simulations, as examples. 

The device was inserted into the simulation after 1.2 orbital periods of the PHA. The influence of 

the variations of these three parameters in the results will be the object of future studies. At the 
beginning of the simulation the bodies were positioned in the periapsis of their orbits. It was also 

assumed that there is no lag between the apsidal lines of the Earth and the PHA (ψ = 0°). This 

orbital configuration made it possible to demonstrate two types of missions where the technique 
suggested in this work can be applicable. In planetary defense it is necessary to deflect the orbit of 

the PHA to send it away from the Earth, while in space mining it is desirable to approximate the 

orbit of the PHA to the orbit of the Earth. The results that will be discussed next show that the use 

of the device could prevent the collision of Itokawa with the Earth in 579 years. In addition, it is 
possible to reduce the distance of the orbit of Apophis with respect to the orbit of the Earth in 574.5 

years, making it possible to send a spacecraft for mining purposes. Of course those time frames are 

long, but much faster results can be obtained using more than one device to collect the solar radia-

tion pressure. 

In Figure 4, we have the variation of Δ/𝑅𝐸  for the 2,000 kg device fixed by tethers to asteroid 

Itokawa with lengths of 50 km, 500 km and 5,000 km. When the SRP is zero (green curve), the 

longer the tether, the larger the deviations, but the values are really small, in the order of 0.0045 RE 
after 600 years for the 50 km tether, 0.045 RE after 600 years for the 500 km tether and 0.45 RE 

after 600 years for the 5,000 km tether. There is almost a linear relation between the deviations and 

the length of the tether. In this case, the physical principle that causes the deviation is related to the 
displacement of the center of mass of the system. Those deviations are small, because the mass of 

the device is 1.75x107 times smaller than the mass of Itokawa, which makes the change in the center 

of the mass of the system. By including the SRP effect (blue and red curves), the first fact observed 
is that the higher the coefficient of reflectivity, the larger the deviations. The amplitude of oscilla-

tions of the red line is greater compared to the blue one. The maximum deviations are about 1 RE 
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higher. It is also noted short period oscillations with an increasing magnitude with time. This in-
crease in the amplitude of oscillations is almost linear in all simulations, with values of the order 

of deviations of 1 RE every 150 years for the red line and 0.85 RE per 150 years for the blue line. 

The increase in the length of the tether decreases by small amounts the variation in the magnitude 

of Δ/𝑅𝐸 , because the effects coming from the solar radiation pressure dominates the effects of the 

variation of the center of the mass of the system.  

 

 

 

Figure 4. Deviation between the undisturbed and the disturbed orbit in terrestrial radius 

for Itokawa considering ρ = 1 g/m², a 2,000 kg device and tether lengths of (a) 50 km (b) 500 

km (c) 5,000 km. 
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In Figure 5, we have the variation Δ/𝑅𝐸  for a tether with 50 km and a device with mass of 20,000 
kg. Compared to the previous results, it is noticed that the deviations increased approximately by a 

factor of 10, which shows its almost linear relation with the mass of the device.  

 

Figure 5. Deviation between the undisturbed and the disturbed orbit in terrestrial radius 

for Itokawa considering ρ = 1 g/m², a 20,000 kg device and tether length of 50 km. 

 

Table 3 shows that the differences in Δ due to the increased tether length are small (of the order 

of 10%) and do not depend on the reflectivity coefficient (Cr). These differences are, in fact, pro-

portional to the increase in the tether length, and also, of the mass of the device (by a factor of 10). 

It was also verified that the tether length slightly changes the deviation with respect to Earth (δ) 
when the SRP is being considered. In structural terms, shorter length tethers are easier to construct. 

Therefore, the results that will be presented below are for tethers of 50 km. 

Table 3. Effect of the tether length at t = 600 years considering a device with ρ = 1 g/m² connected to 

Itokawa. 

Device 

mass 

[kg] 

|𝚫50km− 𝚫500km| [𝑅𝐸] |𝚫50km− 𝚫5000km| [𝑅𝐸] 

𝐂𝐫 = 𝟏.𝟓 𝐂𝐫 = 𝟏.𝟗𝟓 𝐂𝐫 = 𝟏.𝟓 𝐂𝐫 = 𝟏. 𝟗𝟓 

2,000 0.04 0.04 0.4 0.4 

20,000 0.4 0.4 4 4 

 

In Figure 6, the results of the Δ/𝑅𝐸  variations for the asteroid Apophis are shown. Its mass is 

approximately 22.9% lower than the mass of Itokawa. This fact explains why Δ/𝑅𝐸  has larger var-

iations in magnitude when compared to Itokawa. The rate of the increase of the deviations with 
time is about 1 RE per 100 years when using a device with 2,000 kg and 1 RE per 10 years when 

using a device with 20,000 kg and Cr = 1.95. To verify the relation that the deflection technique 

suggested in this work has with the asteroid mass, an additional study was carried out using asteroid 
Apollo, which has a mass of 3.35x1012 kg. Although it has a more eccentric orbit compared to 

Apophis and Itokawa, since it is more massive, the variation of Δ/𝑅𝐸 , in 600 years, is approximately 
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0.52 for a 2,000 kg device and Cr = 1.95. Therefore, we can preliminarily conclude that, for the 
parameters considered for the device, the technique would be effective for asteroids with mass of 

the order of 1010 kg or less. 

 

 

Figure 6. Deviation between the undisturbed and the disturbed orbit in terrestrial radius 

for Apophis considering ρ = 1 g/m², a tether with 50 km and (a) 2,000 kg and (b) 20,000 kg 

for the device. 

 

In Figure 7, we have the variation of δ/𝑅𝐸 , the minimum distance asteroid-Earth, for the two 

asteroids under study, considering a device with 20,000 kg and a tether with 50 km length. The 

effect of the variation of the tether and the mass of the device in this type of plot is imperceptible 

and, therefore, the other cases are omitted here. The reason is the domination of the effects of the 
solar radiation pressure over the displacement of the center of mass of the system, since the mass 

of the device is small. The maximum distance between each asteroid and Earth occurs when the 

bodies are positioned at opposite ends of their orbits (at the same instant of time), that is, the aster-
oid is in the apoapsis and the Earth in the periapsis. The maximum distance reached by Itokawa 

(approximately 62,500 𝑅𝐸) is higher than the values reached by Apophis (approximately 50,000 

𝑅𝐸), due to the differences in semi-axis and eccentricity (see Table 1). It is also noted that the 
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frequency of the approximations of Itokawa to Earth is smaller compared to Apophis and Earth.  

This is due to the fact that the bodies have different orbital periods. 

 

 

Figure 7. Distance to Earth in terrestrial radius considering ρ = 1 g/m², a 20,000 kg device 

and 50 km tether for (a) Itokawa (b) Apophis. 

In Figure 8 the regions of minimum approximations to Earth (shown in Figure 7) are enlarged 

to perform the analysis of the effect of the use of the device in the deviations of the trajectory of 

the asteroid. The green and black curves are practically superimposed, because the displacement 
caused in the center of mass of the system with the inclusion of the device (without SRP) is very 

small. The inclusion of the effect of the SRP can help the deviation or approach of the asteroid with 

the Earth. It gives the possibility of two types of space missions: planetary defense and explora-
tion/mining. The increase of the mass of the device implies in the increase of its geometric dimen-

sions and thus amplifies the deviations, as we see by comparing Figures 8a with 8b (Itokawa), and 

8c with 8d (Apophis). In particular, in the last zoom of Figure 8b we found that a high risk approx-

imation of approximately 4.5 𝑅𝐸  could be extended to approximately 25 𝑅𝐸  when using a device 

made of material whose coefficient of reflectivity is 1.95. In contrast, a device of 2,000 kg could 

reduce the approach distance of the asteroid with the Earth to about 1.75 𝑅𝐸  after 579.33 years, as 

shown in Figure 8a. In the case of Apophis, for the initial conditions used in the simulations, the 
use of the device would help the planetary defense mission of up to 473 years, as shown in Figure 

8c and 8d. After this date, the single passage approaching 200 𝑅𝐸  (up to 600 years) would be re-

duced by approximately 4 𝑅𝐸  for a device with 2,000 kg and 39 𝑅𝐸  for a device with 20,000 kg, 
both made with material with coefficient of reflectivity of 1.95. In the first zoom of Figure 8d it is 

visible that it is possible to deflect the Apophis until 9 𝑅𝐸  in a period of 108 years. This deviation 

is considerable compared to other long-term methods, such as the gravity tractor. 
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Figure 8. Approximation points between PHA and Earth in terrestrial radius considering 

ρ = 1 g/m² and tether length of 50 km (a) Itokawa with device of 2,000 kg (b) Itokawa with 

device of 20,000 kg (c) Apophis with device of 2,000 kg (d) Apophis with device of 20,000 kg. 

 

Next, the same simulations are made using a reflective surface with a density of 0.1 g/m². The 
goal is to get larger area-to-mass ratios, which increases the effects of the solar radiation pressure. 

The results show that the effects are much higher. Figure 9 shows the deviation between unper-

turbed and perturbed orbits for Itokawa considering a 50 km tether and a device mass of 2,000 kg 

and 20,000 kg. The ratio of the variation amplitudes is now about 1 RE per 15 years for the device 
with a mass of 2,000 kg and 1 RE per 1.5 years for the device with a mass of 20,000 kg. This last 

value is very large compared with other methods proposed in the literature. Larger deviations can 

be done with the use of more than one device inserted in the asteroid.  
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Figure 9. Deviation between undisturbed and perturbed orbits in terrestrial radius for Ito-

kawa considering ρ = 0.1 g/m² and a 50 km tether for a mass of the device of (a) 2,000 kg (b) 

20,000 kg. 

Figures 10a and 10b show the same deviation between unperturbed and perturbed orbits for 
Apophis, also considering a 50 km tether and devices with masses of 2,000 kg and 20,000 kg. The 

ratio of the variation amplitudes is now more than 1 RE per 10 years for the device with a mass of 

2,000 kg and more than 1 RE per year for the device with a mass of 20,000 kg when Cr = 1.95 (red 

curve). We perform the same type of analysis for Cr = 1.5 (blue curves) and the ratio of the variation 
amplitudes is about 0.82 RE per 10 years for the device with a mass of 2,000 kg, and about 0.82 RE 

per year for the device with a mass of 20,000 kg. 
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Figure 10. Deviation between undisturbed and perturbed orbits in terrestrial radius for 

Apophis considering ρ = 0.1 g/m² and a 50 km tether for a mass of the device of(a) 2,000 kg 

(b) 20,000 kg. 

The details of the differences of the models are shown in Figure 11. In general, the use of a light 

material for the device increases 10 times the deviations observed, which is a quite good result. 

Approximations below 200 𝑅𝐸  are highlighted (black rectangle) and will be studied separately. 

Figure 12 shows a zoom of those differences. 

 

Figure 11. Approximation points between PHA and Earth in terrestrial radius considering 

ρ = 0.1 g/m², a device with mass of 20,000 kg and tethers with 50 km length for (a) Itokawa 

(b) Apophis. 
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In Figures 12a and 12b it is observed that, in 95 years, the asteroid Itokawa can be deflected by 

4 𝑅𝐸  (device with 2,000 kg) and 45 𝑅𝐸  (device with 20,000 kg) when considering Cr = 1.95. More-

over, in 579 years a dangerous approximation (4 𝑅𝐸) could be diverted to 21 𝑅𝐸  (device with 2,000 

kg) or 256 𝑅𝐸  (device of 20,000 kg). In the case of Apophis, in 108 years deviations of 9 𝑅𝐸  (device 

with 2,000 kg) and 93 𝑅𝐸  (20,000 kg device), as shown in Figures 12c and 12d. However, in the 

last zoom of Figure 12d it is also observed that, in 574 years, Apophis makes a passage at 140 𝑅𝐸  

and 25 𝑅𝐸  away from Earth when Cr = 1.5 and Cr = 1.95, respectively. Therefore, the use of solar 

radiation pressure can be used both to deflect and to bring the PHA closer to Earth. 

 

         

Figure 12. Approximation points between PHA and Earth in terrestrial radius considering 

ρ = 0.1 g/m² and tether length of 50 km (a) Itokawa with device of 2,000 kg (b) Itokawa with 

device of 20,000 kg (c) Apophis with device of 2,000 kg (d) Apophis with device of 20,000 kg. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This paper had the goal of investigating an alternative solution to deflect asteroids that have 

risks of collision with the Earth. This alternative makes use of one device (or several) with a large 

area/mass ratio that is attached to the asteroid by a tether to use the solar radiation pressure to 

deflect the trajectory of the asteroid. The technique suggested deviates the asteroid as a whole, 

avoiding unpredictable situations due to fragmentation (nuclear explosions or kinetic impact). 

In this situation, there are two effects modifying the trajectory of the asteroid, the force coming 

from the solar radiation pressure, and the displacement of the center of mass of the system due to 
the presence of the mass of the device inserted in the asteroid. The deviations coming from the 

solar radiation pressure are much higher and dominates the scenario, because the mass of the device 

is much smaller than the mass of the asteroid. In 600 years, the highest deviation (Δ) due to the 
displacement of the center of mass of the system is of the order of 0.5 RE, considering a tether 

length of 5,000 km (Itokawa). Furthermore, these deviations are nearly proportional to the mass of 

the device, and inversely proportional to the mass of the asteroid. Therefore, this technique is very 

adequate for smaller bodies. 
For some orbit geometries, the effects of the solar radiation pressure and the displacement of 

the center of mass act in the same direction, but sometimes they are in opposite directions. The SRP 

can make the asteroid to diverge or approach the Earth. It gives the possibility of two types of space 
missions: planetary defense and exploration, such as mining.  

The use of a reflective surface with a density of 0.1 g/m² gives much better results, with larger 

deviations in the trajectory of the asteroid. It gives a larger area-to-mass ratio, which increases the 
effects of the solar radiation pressure. This light material for the device increases about 10 times 

the deviations observed. Lightweight devices are more feasible for tethers with large lengths, but 

this method is feasible for shorter tethers also, which helps in the engineering construction of the 

device.   

Simulations made for asteroid Apollo (mass of 1012 kg) showed values of Δ/𝑅𝐸  much lower 

than the ones obtained when using Itokawa and Apophis, with mass of the order of 1010 kg. This 

demonstrates that the devices considered in this paper are applicable to less massive asteroids. 
However, the use of a configuration composed of several devices with even larger dimensions could 

be used to deflect more massive asteroids than those used in the numerical simulations of this work. 
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